HEAVY-DUTY STAYING POWER
While other companies design for built-in obsolescence, at Krause Manufacturing we build to last. In fact, the company’s first heavy-duty systems installed more than 20 years ago are still operating, problem-free, today.

HIGH DIVERSION RATES AND QUALITY END PRODUCTS
Our innovative systems not only provide the highest landfill diversion rates, often up to 75%, but also result in a steady stream of consistently high-quality end products that can translate into new revenue streams for you.

MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT, MINIMUM LABOR HOURS
Krause’s state-of-the-art screen technology—both optical and mechanical—increases throughput of all C&D materials, including ADC and other fines, while significantly reducing manual sorting.

LOW MAINTENANCE—HIGH DEPENDABILITY
Rugged construction, innovative field-tested technology and custom-tailored design means your operation will run smoothly, with a minimum of maintenance costs and down-time, system-wide.

100% ACCOUNTABILITY
Krause engineers and fabricators have had years of on-the-job experience, creating both portable and fixed C&D recycling systems that are built to perform—and keep performing—year after year. We design, engineer and build all our systems in our own plants in the United States to ensure quality control. We are 100% accountable to you for every component in your system.

WE SWEAT THE DETAILS
We have built our 20+ year reputation on superior customer service—and that starts with fast and well-coordinated installation. When you take delivery of your Krause system, you can be sure that we have handled every detail to get you up and running with little or no downtime, and that we’re only a phone call away should you ever need us.
THE WORLD’S LEADER IN SEPARATION TECHNOLOGY.
THE CP GROUP OF COMPANIES

Krause Manufacturing is a division of the CP Group of Companies, which combines the experience, expertise and capabilities of Krause, CP Manufacturing and MSS to provide MRF turnkey systems and components for virtually every type of waste and recycling operation. As the separation technology leader, the CP Group of Companies has manufactured 300 MRF systems worldwide, providing return on investment unparalleled in the industry. Whether you are setting up a new facility, or looking for ways to take your existing operation into the future, the CP group of companies can design, engineer, manufacture and install the ultra-efficient, fully-automated system that’s custom designed to get the job done for you.
BUILT TO PERFORM. BUILT TO LAST. BUILT TO INCREASE YOUR PROFIT POTENTIAL.

Heavy-duty automated C&D recycling systems from the industry leader.
ULTIMATE COST-CUTTING EFFICIENCY. ULTIMATE ROI.

Increase diversion rates. Substantially reduce tipping fees. Decrease labor and maintenance costs. Maximize return on investment. And boost your profit-making potential—automatically.

Krause Manufacturing engineers and builds the highest quality, longest lasting automated sorting systems for Construction & Demolition waste. From C&D drop-off box services to transfer stations to C&D recyclers to MRFs, the industry leader in heavy-duty recycling will custom design, fabricate and install to your exact specifications.

Incorporating state-of-the-art technology, unsurpassed workmanship, and superior customer service, a turnkey system from Krause is built to last, offering dependable, high-throughput performance for decades to come.

THE ADVANTAGE OF AUTOMATION

With landfills reaching capacity and tipping fees cutting deep into profits, automated recycling systems for C&D waste are fast becoming the way of future. By dramatically reducing man-hours, cutting labor costs, maximizing throughput, increasing diversion rates and raising the quality of end products, a heavy-duty automated sorting system from Krause will provide substantial cost savings, new income streams and greater profits. Krause is at the forefront of the industry in providing the cutting-edge, cost-efficient solutions you need to assure your company’s profitability now—and in the future.

Main In-Feed Conveyors
Our double beaded steel conveyors, steel hinge pan conveyors, and chain belt conveyors provide a variety of heavy-duty options, depending on your need. All are manufactured for longevity and maximum performance under the toughest C&D conditions.

C&D Sorting Conveyors
Our sorting conveyors are designed for optimum hand-sorting efficiency, ergonomics and safety. Extra frame strength and the strongest belts available assure long-term durability even under harsh, high-impact conditions.

C&D Screens
Krause offers the best optical and mechanical screens available for heavy-duty sorting. Providing high throughput and ultra-efficient separation, these automated sorting screens can be installed anywhere along the system without creating a bottleneck. Mechanical screens are built with heavy-alloy metal discs, and can be custom sized from 2” minus to 12” plus. Optical screens deliver the cleanest end products with minimal labor-hours at speeds never before possible.

Wet Separators
The patented Rocket™, the next-generation in wet separation technology, cost-effectively separates high and low density materials. Durable and reliable, the Rocket™ uses an innovatively simple process which combines a proprietary rotating drum with high-velocity water propulsion to sort rocks, wood, AGC and other fines at extremely high throughput rates.
FROM LARGE TO SMALL, WE DO IT ALL.

Combining heavy-duty conveyors with state-of-the-art automated screen technology, Krause can custom design the best C&D recycling system for your operation. Thanks to innovative engineering and top-quality fabrication in the United States, you can be sure that every Krause component is the most reliable and efficient on the market.

C&D STATIONARY SYSTEMS

Designed with our latest automation technology, our Stationary C&D recycling systems are designed and engineered specifically to meet the unique needs of your operation with maximum return on your investment. Let us design one for your requirements.

SUPER PORTABLE SYSTEMS

Ideal for smaller operations, our line of superior Super Portable C&D recycling systems are delivered to your site ready for fast, easy setup.
Krause heavy-duty sorting components can easily be integrated into existing facilities and processing systems. Since every Krause system is custom-designed to meet specific requirements, you can be sure you’ll get exactly what you need—no more, no less. Contact us today, and we’ll start working on yours.